
   After you receive a file with the .exe extension for connecting the engine, run it if the antivirus will prevent it from 
starting, ignore the actions of the antivirus program. After starting this file, 2 shortcuts will appear on your desktop. One of 
the shortcuts contains instructions for connecting and using the engine. Here is how this instruction will look: 
    
   The engine is ready to go! At the end of the engine name we always add - S10 (which means server 10), or S3 (server 3), 
etc. Find our engine and run it, it will start working immediately. 
    On your computer, in the root of the C:\ drive, we created two folders - superchess and syzygy6. The superchess folder 
contains the necessary files (do not delete it or move it), the syzygy6 folder is empty. 
    If you write in the Chessbase shell the path to the syzygy tables (the path of the engine to the tables), then the engine on 
our server will start using 6-men syzygy bases. The path is C:\syzygy6 
 

 
 

 
   Before you exit the Chessbase program, remember to stop the engine first. 
   Improper operation or poor internet can lead to a disconnection or freeze of the engine. 
   There is nothing wrong with that, you just need to restart our engine using the engine restart program located in the 
superchess folder (a shortcut for launching this program appeared on your desktop). You need to restart the engine, after 
closing the Chessbase program, rebooting the engine after pressing the button takes 5 seconds.  

 
 

   We have a very good stable Internet connection, the engine can work without breaks for at least a month (server cooling 
also allows). In general, if you follow the instructions and the Chessbase or Fritz program works stably and your Internet is  
also good, then the engine may not fail at all. 


